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ARKU Coil Systems:
ARKU has been working with sheet metal since 1928 and has become
the European market leader in leveling and feed equipment. ARKU
supplies levelers and coil lines worldwide. The German machine
builder supports European customers locally from its headquarters in
Baden-Baden (Germany) and its American customers from the office
in Cincinnati, OH. They produce levelers and turnkey coil preparation
lines. In 2011 the company generated a turnover of more than $50
million and employs more than 130 staff members worldwide.
ARKU’s U.S. operation has instituted a new rebuilding service for
its levelers and coil lines in North America. The company is also providing spare parts, rebuilding and sales of used parts levelers from other
manufacturers, subject to availability. The program turns out likenew equipment for a fraction of new-machine cost, and the work can
be done at the customer’s site or at the company’s plant in Cincinnati.
The company is now purchasing older machines to rebuild and sell
as they become available. Refurbished machines carry a six month
warranty.
The program started in Germany with great success and was expanded
to the company’s stateside facilities. “We’ve already rebuilt and sold
some levelers, both our own and other manufacturers” said Franck
Hirschmann, VP Sales, ARKU Coil Systems. “Our technicians disassemble, clean, inspect and replace worn parts, and return the machines to
like-new appearance and performance.”
The program has also become the de facto parts and reconditioning
operation for parts levelers no longer supported by the original manufacturers. “We primarily rebuild our own equipment, but we’ve also
accumulated a supply of parts and a few used machines made by other companies,” said Hirschmann. “We replace a lot of wear parts like
bearings and universal shafts. We’ve even replaced electrical cabinets
and converted a high-speed coil line leveler to a parts leveler, which
runs at a slower speed.”
“We continuously increase the number of contract leveling customers,” states Chad Ellis, Leveling Center Supervisor. “A large portion
of our growing business though is from repeat customers.” And the
reason is obvious: quick turn-around and dead flat parts. Here is what
ARKU customers say:
“Fast turn-around. Staff is easy to work with and cares about the end
product. Straightening parts was time consuming hard work that we
used to dread. Now we just load them on a skid and they come back
flat. Time savings. We [used to] spend hours straightening plates before welding or assembly. Now we have the parts out and back in less
time than would have been spent straightening on the manual press.”
says David White of Quantum Tech, Frankfort IL.
“We love it. Sometimes when you laser cut plate - it will release the
stress in the material resulting in bowing. Because of ARKU, we have
been able to eliminate those issues. We have found that we have
less scrap and less rework using the ARKU flattening system. We feel
overall that this technology has really helped us in our production
capabilities and has been a great resource when we need it.” – Steve
Staub of Staub Manufacturing, Dayton OH.
Customers confirm: ARKU is the solution to their leveling needs. ARKU
has five different levelers at its leveling center in Cincinnati, OH and
offers free leveling tests.
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thick with an Mtg Dia of 16mm (0.63”). Additionally, 13-inch,
22-gage wire leads are provided for screw or soldered connections.

Direct Replacement LED
Lamps for GE ET5/6
Series Incandescent
Panel-Mount Lamps
LEDtronics, Inc., adds a new Utilities LED Panel light to its PNL1145 Series. These short thread body LED panel mount lamps
only consume a half watt of power and replace incandescent
high voltage panel indicators, such as GE ET5, ET6. They are
designed to go in panels found in Transmission Station Control
Panels, Control Rooms, Sub-Station control rooms of power
plants and utilities.
These energy-efficient and long-lived LED illuminators feature
a fixed LED and removable transparent lens, a threaded metal
shaft, and adjustable nuts and washers that enable the lamp to
be front-mounted or rear-mounted in panels up to 1.10 inches

8

The PNL-1145 series LED Panel Lights are designed with integrated series resistor to prevent short-circuiting; special fuses
are unnecessary. They are also designed with a Bipolar Polarity
circuitry to expedite integration into the electrical system. PNL1145 LED lamps are available in 110~125 VAC or 120~140 VDC
voltage ranges. LED light colors offered are 520nm Aqua Green
(PNL-1145-013) and 637nm Super Red (PNL-1145-011). Utility
monitors, industrial designers and maintenance departments
will find these lights to be excellent solutions for maintenance-intensive and critical-process applications.
With an average life span of 100,000-plus hours (11 years),
LEDs operate reliably year after year. Solid-state design renders
LEDs impervious to electrical and mechanical shock, vibration,
frequent on-and-off switching and environmental fluctuation.
Integrated current-limited resistors prevent short-circuiting.
LED lamps use only 10% - 20% of the energy consumed by
equivalent incandescent lamps that, when combined with their
maintenance-free operation, results in substantial cost savings.
Prices for PNL-1145 Series LED Lamps are $28.45 each, depending on quantity. Availability is stock to 4-6 weeks for special
requirements.
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SLIMLINE SAVINGS SOLUTION:
REVOLUTIONARY SPACE,
SPEED, ACCURACY
Weiss’ bold
reimagining
proves less
really is more
The HP70 Pick-and-Place direct-drive
component is thinner (60 mm wide)
than any linear motor or pneumatic module on the market today.
Despite its uniquely compact design,
it surpasses all previous Pick-andPlace units when it comes to speed−
achieving over 100 cycles per minute
with repeat accuracy of 0.01mm.
Key to the HP70’s design, is a new
drive concept that works with two
linear motor axes that feature a
unique ‘knuckle‘ design on the y/z
axis that virtually eliminates the
need for another linear motor for
the z axis. Essentially, two horizontal
axes with 125, 225, or 325mm stroke
length are arranged in parallel above
one another, and then connected via
a kinematic unit. This guarantees a
vertical stroke of 70mm.
Unlike most other units, the HP70’s
two axes do not run vertically owards
one another. If a unit has one horizontal axis and one vertical axis fitted
next to one another, it becomes
wider. However, by arranging the
horizontal axes in parallel above one
another− a more compact unit is
achieved.
Alongside its extremely compact
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dimensions, the HP70 also impresses with other characteristics. Whereas other devices must start and stop two axes
each time, the HP70 only brakes on one axis when transitioning from full-speed horizontal movement to vertical
movement. The time-consuming start of a second axis is then
completely eliminated. This allows the module to achieve
over 100 cycles per minute with repeat accuracy of 0.01mm.
HP70 / SLIMLINE ADVANTAGES:
Given these distinct design advancements, the customer’s
end-use advantages are clear and simple. The same machining processes are handled in a smaller area and the floor
space savings are immense−as twice the number of work
stations can be set up on the exact same rotary indexing
table or linear assembly system.
Concurrently, output enjoys a dramatic boost as the transport times from one processing station to the next are
reduced. In many cases, the optimization potential can reach
as much as 50%.
The design also offers another key performance benefit, as
both motors are encapsulated in fixed casings. With the obvious exception of the grippers, no moving cables are required
either outside or inside the housing.

Josh Treter, “During its development, great emphasis was
placed on ensuring the module’s compact dimensions. The
result of these efforts is that the HP70 takes up less space
than any other Pick-and-Place unit.
At just 60mm wide, the slimline configuration eliminates the
size advantage previously enjoyed by apneumatic modules’
design. Also, conventional direct-drive modules cannot
compete in this respect either – since they are significantly
wider.”
Treter also noted, “The original inspiration for this new
development came from practical applications in the field,
with WEISS customers being responsible for improvement
proposals to a certain degree. With the new system, you can
now set up twice the number of workstations on the identical rotary indexing table or linear assembly system.”
Finally, in all phases of the manufacturing process, particular
emphasis wasplaced on consistent cost optimization. The
result is a cost savings of over 10%, which WEISS passes on
directly to its customers. Combined with the significantly
lower operating costs in comparison with pneumatic units
(particularly when processing large quantities) and the lack
of any maintenance costs−the compact HP70 powerhouse
quickly pays for itself.

The process for changing and retrofitting components has
also been simplified, as customers can now easily fit additional valves themselves – while the device remains in the
installation. The fast and convenient procedure for setting up
motion sequences has also been carried over from previous
models.
Additionally, the new unit is even more user-friendly, as the
manual teaching of positions has been further simplified. The
module can be moved freely and have its respective position
saved by the WEISS Application Software (WAS) at the push
of a button. Utilized for fast, convenient, and secure commissioning of all freely programmable WEISS components, WAS
features a highly intuitive and uniform graphic user interface.
HP70 / SLIMLINE CONCLUSION:
The introduction of the revolutionary HP70 represents the
pinnacle of Pick-and-Place technology, as the series offers
new possiblities for market applications such as: packaging,
small parts assembly, automotive supply, cleanroom, batteries, switches/sockets, etc.
The HP70’s end result is a unique, robust design that offers
all the advantages of a direct drive including: dynamic
performance, free programmability, very low wear, extreme
precision, and very compact dimensions.
According to WEISS’ Product SalesManager-Direct Drives,
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60 Watt Magnetic Mounted LED
Wall Pack Light with Glare Shield
Released by Larson Electronics
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Leading manufacturer and distributor of industrial lighting Larson Electronics announces
the release of a new magnetically mounted
LED wall pack light with a glare free shield.
This 60 watt LED light offers high light output
from a compact form factor and is designed
to provide a more durable and long lived
alternative to halogen and metal halide units.
The LEDWP-600E-M from Larson Electronics
produces a wide flood beam without the
high heat, fragile construction, or high
energy costs of incandescent lighting. The
light assembly consists of forty-five LEDs
paired with high purity optics to produce a
wide light distribution overpowering that
of a 500 watt quartz flood light. This light
is constructed of three angled boards that
help provide a wider spread. Instead of the
light shining forward, the center board is
concentrated to go straight out while the
boards on the side are 45° offset. The LED
lamp assembly is protected by a shatterproof
polycarbonate lens which is secured to
the housing with a waterproof seal. A ½”
waterproof connector provides a secure and
sealed power connection point and rounds
out this unit’s weather resistant construction.

This LED wall pack is designed to withstand
demanding conditions and is waterproof,
vapor proof and built to resist the damaging
effects of an outdoor environment. Mounting
hardware for the LEDWP-600E consists of a
stainless steel coated bracket with a 200lb
grip magnetic base with stainless steel screws
to provide secure mounting and resistance to
rust and corrosion. The mounting assembly
provides 360° rotation and 180° of up and
down tilt to allow the user to position the
unit as desired once mounted. This unit is
designed to operate with voltages ranging
from 110V AV to 277V AC, providing versatile power connection options. The LEDWP-600E-M provides an efficient and highly
durable alternative to standard quartz and
halogen wall pack lights that produce a longer reaching beam while using only a fraction
of the power.
“Featuring LED technology, this new wall pack
light requires no warm up time and can be
cycled on and off without any reduction in
lamp life,” said Rob Bresnahan with Larsonelectronics.com. “This LED wall pack light
includes an optional glare shield that can be
removed when no longer needed.”

Product FOCUS

Reel Innovation Improves Industrial
Safety and Performance
Advances in hose, cord, and cable reel design make handling vital
resources safer and more productive for operators
By Del Williams

In industry, hoses, cords, and cables are used to direct vital
fuel, fluid, air, water, and electric resources where needed. This
occurs not only in manufacturing and maintenance facilities,
but also in mobile field service applications. But while hoses,
cables, and electric cords are a key part of operations and
power tools, they can pose a considerable trip and fall hazard if
not properly managed.
“Slips, trips, and falls constitute the majority of general industry
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accidents,” states OSHA’s website. “They cause 15% of all
accidental deaths, and are second only to motor vehicles as
a cause of fatalities. An OSHA Pocket Guide safety checklist
warns operators to keep “floors and aisles…clear of clutter,
electrical cords, hoses, spills and other hazards that could cause
employees to slip, trip or fall.”
To keep hose, cords, and cables safely up off the floor,
conveniently stored where needed, reels have been developed.
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The reels allow hose and the like to unwind from the reel as
needed, and then retract after use. This prevents tangling and
a potential trip hazard while minimizing required storage space.
The reels are typically spring-driven, hand cranked or motor
driven.

improve structural integrity by eliminating the possibility
of bolts loosening and falling out. One way this is being
accomplished by manufacturers such as Coxreels is by
robotically CNC welding the reel’s entire steel frame as a single
piece that will not loosen or require maintenance over time.

But typical reels can present hazards as well. For instance,
when an operator lets go of the hose, cord or cable, some
spring-driven reels recoil them so quickly that they can act like
whips. In such cases, they can retract as fast as 25-feet per
second. This can produce a whipping action of 5 to 15 feet of
length that can lash people or machinery with up to 500 ft. lbs.
of force. The danger is greater when the hose, cord or cable
ends with an attached metal nozzle or tool that intensify the
impact.

A related safety innovation is to enhance hand-cranked reel
stability with a steel “A” frame. Typical reels require other parts
of the reel such as the barrel, discs, or plumbing for support.
But these elements of the reel can get out of alignment,
particularly in high use work settings, jeopardizing safety and
stability. Reels that use a steel “A” frame are safer and more
stable because need no other support; they are their own
support system.

Other reels may lack needed structural strength, stability, or
alignment, and may prematurely wear the hose, cord or cable.
This could jeopardize operator safety and production.
Fortunately, ongoing reel innovation has improved industrial
safety and performance. Advances in hose, cord, and cable reel
design have, in fact, made handling vital resources safer and
more productive for operators.
Enhancing Industrial Safety and Performanc
“Whether reels are mounted on ceilings, walls, or floors, they
can help industrial users get the job done safer and more
efficiently,” says Buddy James, Purchasing Manager in Fort
Worth, Tex. for Stuart Hose and Pipe Company, a hose and pipe
stocking distributor in the Southwest. “But it’s important to
know what to look for.”
For industrial users considering a spring-driven reel, James
recommends using a reel with controlled retraction. Controlled
retraction is a safety innovation that slows reel retraction to a
safe rate, such as that on EZ-Coil equipped models by Coxreels,
a Tempe, Ariz.-based manufacturer and innovator of industrialgrade hose, cord, and cable reels. Established in 1923, the
company recently celebrated its 90th anniversary. Unlike springdriven reels which can retract hose, cord, or cable as fast as
25-feet per second, with whipping of 5 to 15 feet of length,
and up to 500 ft. lbs. of force, EZ-Coil reels retract up to 80
percent slower. By retracting at a safer 5-feet per second, this
eliminates the whipping hazard. It reduces whipping to 0 to 1
foot of length, with just 0 to 1 ft. lbs. of impact.
“Reels with controlled retraction like EZ-Coil act like a safety
net that reduces trip, fall, and whip hazard on busy production
floors,” says James. “The reel retracts unneeded hose after
use to prevent trip and fall risk. If an employee drops the hose,
or if it gets pulled out of his hands, it will not fly across the
workplace hitting people, machinery, and objects. It will retract
back slowly just as if it were being walked back.”
On hand-cranked reels, one safety innovation has been to
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To enhance safety and productivity, LDJ Manufacturing, a Pella,
Iowa-based manufacturer of diesel fuel and service trailers,
uses a variety of reels in production and on its service trailers.
In production, reels are used for electrical cords and for air, oil,
and lubricant hoses.
“A simple trip or fall can turn into a tragedy,” says Loren
Van Wyk, Founder and President of LDJ Manufacturing. “In
production, we use reels to keep cords and hoses safely out of
the way until they’re needed, then retract them as soon as the
job is done. The reels help us stay safe.”
Most of the reels used in production are wall mounted, so the
production floor is clear for other uses. “Because the hoses
and cords are out of the way until we need them, it’s safer and
we’re able to put every square foot of our production floor to
good use,” says Van Wyk.
Van Wyk appreciates that the Coxreels reels he uses have CNC
spun discs, with all steel rolled edges for added safety. “The
reel edges are rolled, not stamped,” says Van Wyk. “They’re
safer to touch and safer on hoses and cords than sharper
stamped edges.”
The company also uses reels for a variety of hoses, cords and
cables on their Thunder Creek Equipment brand of fuel and
service trailers. Reels are used with hoses for air, glycols,
engine oils, hydraulic oils, electric cords, transmission fluid, and
diesel exhaust fluid (DEF). On sophisticated service trailers,
reels are even used with welder cables, jumper cables, and
acetylene torch hoses.
Because the service trailers are intended for demanding, offroad use, the company uses reels with a dual axle support
system from Coxreels. Compared to single axle systems, the
dual axle support system increases safety and stability during
operation, reduces vibration, and strengthens the structural
integrity of the reel.
“Our customers appreciate how the reels improve their safety
and productivity as much as we do,” concludes Van Wyk.
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HIGH VOLTAGE
PULSE MODULATOR
OFFERS FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION
& REPEATABILITY

A compact, high voltage pulse modulator that can be
configured for a wide range of current and voltage and
provides full repeatability with low droop is available
from Diversified Technologies, Inc. of Bedford,
Massachusetts.
PowerMod™ High Voltage Pulse Modulators are all
solid-state, air insulated and water cooled, making
them ideal for pilot scale process development
and evaluation, especially in smaller applications.
Featuring fully adjustable pulse widths from 1 to
100 µs and up to 30 kHz nominal pulse frequency,
depending upon power level, the voltage and other settings are
easily changed to provide up to 30 kV of peak pulses and
currents from 10 to 1200 Amps.
Providing rise times as low as 15 ns, PowerMod™ High
Voltage Pulse Modula-tors deliver up to 99% efficiency
and offer full internal self protection against overvoltage and over-current conditions. They operate on
110 VAC and are 19” rack mountable. Applications
include the generation of vacuum and atmospheric
plasmas, semiconductor production, surface
sterilization, R/D, and materials modification.
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